MEET SHAPESCALE

THE WORLD’S FIRST 3D BODY SCANNING SCALE

VISUAL FEEDBACK
ShapeScale is more than just numbers, it’s about seeing your progress. ShapeScale digitizes your body to create a photorealistic, 3D model to show you how your body is changing via ‘Heatmap’ and ‘Difference View’ features.

LOCALIZED & ACCURATE
ShapeScale will tell you exactly where your body is changing. ShapeScale will pinpoint local body fat and lean mass percentages at highest accuracy as found in hydrostatic weighing. Finally, a scale you can trust.

FASTER FEEDBACK
ShapeScale tracks the most minute changes to your physique. Changes that the naked eye can’t detect. With ShapeScale you get faster feedback on your progress so you know whether you are getting closer to your goals.
ShapeScale points the way towards a future containing technology that arms people with increased self-knowledge

- ERIKA RAWEA
DIGITAL TRENDS
SELECT TWO DATES
SEE WHERE YOU’VE BEEN LOSING
SEE WHERE YOU’VE BEEN GAINING

HEAT MAPS
Visualize where you have been losing fat, building muscles or shrinking. Compare to a previous date to spot growth and reduction areas at a single glance. By understanding where and how your body is changing, ShapeScale will keep you on the right track.

REALISTIC 3D VIEW
The sensor head packs the latest 3D scanning technology to scan you with millimeter precision. The robotic arm rotates around you and digitizes your body in less than a minute to create a stunningly realistic 3D model that looks just like you.

SEE CHANGES YOUR EYES CAN’T SEE
SCANNING TIME UNDER A MINUTE HIGH PRECISION & FIDELITY SEE YOURSELF FROM EVERY ANGLE
“That’s where we believe Shapescale will really hit home with consumers: Visuals are stronger motivators than numbers, especially because you can be blasting away fat and steadily gaining muscle, but the scale may never budge.”

- BRITTANY SMITH
MEN'S FITNESS
**FEATURES**

**ALL YOUR PROGRESS AT A GLANCE**

**DIFFERENCE VIEW**

Visualize your body shape differences between two dates in time with transparent 3D overlays. See the results of your efforts with the “Side-by-Side” feature that gives you a comprehensive before and after view.

**VISUAL GOAL TRACKING**

Set custom goals and see how you are progressing, even if you can’t see it in the mirror. Learn where you are making progress and where you need to improve on.

**LOCALIZED METRICS**

Using the ShapeScale app you can view highly precise body measurements, monitor your localized lean mass, track your body fat and weight for a better understanding of your progress.

- **Girth Measurements**
- **Localized Lean Mass**
- **Localized Fat Mass**
- **Weight**

**GET FASTER FEEDBACK**

**UNDERSTAND THE IMPACT OF YOUR WORK**

**SEE DETAILED CHANGES**
**TECH SPECS**

**SENSOR HEAD**
- 3D Scanner: Millimeter Precision
- Camera: 5 Megapixels
- Audio Feedback

**ROBOTIC ARM**
- Arm Orbiting: Continuous 360°
- Arm Extension: From 30° (76cm) to 57° (145cm)
- Sensor Head Tilt: From -80° to 80°

**BASE**
- Track Weight: Precise Weight Sensing
- Battery: 50 Scans Battery Life
- Power Cord: Universal Voltage
TECH SPECS

WIFI

1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

AUDIO FEEDBACK

MAX. 359lbs / 160kg

iOS AND ANDROID APP

BUILT IN LITHIUM ION BATTERY

50 SCANS BATTERY LIFE

4 HOURS CHARGING TIME

WORKS ALSO ON ADAPTER

PRODUCT WEIGHT: 10lbs / 5kg
WHATEVER YOUR GOAL, SHAPESCALE TRACKS EVEN THE MOST MINUTE CHANGES TO YOUR PHYSIQUE... CHANGES NOT VISIBLE TO YOUR EYES, CHANGES THAT KEEP YOU MOVING!